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Hon. Newt Gingrich
Former Speaker of the US House of Representatives
At this time of extraordinary change in every aspect of our lives — from a
pandemic to a government-inspired worldwide depression to the rise of a
more militant and aggressive China — this is the kind of new thinking and
candid dialogue we need to prepare for a better future.

Hon. Bob Walker
Former US Congressman; CEO, MoonWalker Associates;
Former Chairman of House Science Committee; NASA
Distinguished Service Medal Recipient
Those who are leaders or who aspire to leadership must read Gregory Copley’s new book, The New Total War in the 21st Century.
Trends like information dominance, depopulation, globalist vs. nationalist
competition and weaponized fear create a platform for decision- making that
looks nothing like the experiences of the past.
Two decades into this century everything consequential has changed and
Copley captures that reality in a most inspiring way.

Edwin J. Feulner, PhD
Founder and former President of The Heritage Foundation
Gregory Copley, one of America’s foremost strategists, invites us to rethink
the current pandemic in its larger context, geographically and historically.
He challenges us to examine the reaction of “experts”, and our own commitment to freedom.
The New Total War of the 21st Century is a provocative volume that expands
our understanding of these challenges in their broadest context. Read it to
understand the challenge we are really facing.

Robert S. Wood, PhD
Emeritus Dean and Nimitz Chair, Center for Naval Warfare Studies,
US Naval War College
Gregory Copley has drawn together the disparate political, socio-economic,
technological, and military forces of our century to show a global transformation startling in its significance for our survival as a people.
It signals a social and transnational struggle that can aptly be called total war
aimed at preserving or changing our way of life and fundamental institutions.
Military power and defense strategies remain critical but their importance
must be subsumed in a much broader grand strategy touching unfolding
struggles both within and without.
This study is a must-read for those who are entrusted with national defense
as it will change the way we think about defense budgets, strategies,
decisionmaking, and operations.

Rt. Hon. Sir Geoffrey Pattie
Former UK Minister of Defence
This excellent analysis increases awareness of the total war in which democracies are involved.

John Batchelor
US National Broadcaster
Total War is a primer on the undiscovered country of the 21st Century’s yetunloved tragedies, failures, vanities and mysteries. Not a crystal ball. More a
template for how we blunder when we think that war is about firearms.
Total War is how we live now: everybody against everybody in competition for
resources, narratives, markets, useful lies. Gregory Copley reminds that
George Clemenceau dryly summated the lessons learned of the Great War
by disdaining the generals: “War! War is too serious a matter to entrust to
military men.”
Copley reminds that war is too serious to be left to the victors and vanquished.
Imagine Copley writing after the Third Punic War that Rome would reconsider
its lordly savagery when what was done to Carthage came to Rome, six hundred years from now.
Total War is rethinking the Big Picture for this century and the next locked in a
pitiless existential conflict: Chinese and Russian revanchism, American
exceptionalism, European defeatism, English-speaking élitism, homegrown
nationalism, plutocratic globalism, scientific authoritarianism, parasitic nihilism.

